We, the Staff of the NAJACER,
feel very sorry indeed that we were in such a rush
to publicize the election results that we made an
unpardonable mistake.

Marilyn Eddings is the actual winner of the office
of Association Secretary, and we wish to offer our deepest
regrets to Louise McCarthy, who is understandably
heartbroken by our mistake.

We, The Elections Committee
wish to apologize publicly, also. In the rush
of getting the news to your delegates the
wrong totals were sent to the NAJACER staff.
HOST HAMILTON HAILS NAJACERS

With the roar of exhausts, a cloud of dust and hearty Hi-O Hamilton, over 600 J.A. delegates adjourned from the campus for a trip to Hamilton, Ohio, the host city for this year's national convention.

To some it was just another joy ride in which they enjoyed singing their region songs. To some it was boring and uninteresting. To the majority, however, it was the brightest highlight of the convention.

Having reached Hamilton in the 18 buses, they then divided for separate tours of the local industries.

The Fisher Body Plant, Whirlpool Seiger Plant, Heving-Hall-Larvin Safe Co., and the Kosler Safe Co. were host to some achievers, while the Pease Homes, Champion Paper and Fiber Company, Bendix Corp., Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corp., and the Hamilton Foundry were invaded by the bus loads of inquisitive achievers.

There were as many opinions as there were NAJACers concerning the tours, but every one agreed that it was very interesting, and most were fascinated by the degree of accuracy in the manufacturing process and the place of automation in the plants.

After the tour, all the achievers went to the courthouse lawn and were officially welcomed by the City Manager of Hamilton, Pat Oliver, 1956 president, was presented with a key to the city.

"JAMCO" FOR REGIONAL'S NAME

In a letter to the Resolutions Committee, the Milwaukee delegation chairman, Fred Weisman stated:

"The Milwaukee Delegation wishes to thank you and the committee for allowing us to present our views on resolution number eleven of the committee's report. After reconsideration, we have decided that in order to keep harmony and good will among convention delegates, we will not oppose the committee's report on the convention floor. However, we hope that in the future the committee, instead of restricting individual regions, will try to bring unity among regions by studying ideas such as calling all regional conferences JAMCO (Junior Achievement Mid-Winter Conference) as we understand is being considered by Executive Directors throughout the country."

"COKE-A-DOODLE-DO"

From 11:00 a.m. Wednesday until 12:00 noon Thursday, 2,952 cokes were consumed by the rooster. It seems it likes them. That brings the total to date to 11,520. These cokes, set end to end would reach for a mile and a quarter. Don't believe us? Do-it-yourself.
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EDITORIAL

This convention has already shown some influence on many achievers. The real purpose and the real influence will show this coming year. We will all know what this convention means when the dividends begin to pay off in the next school year.

Junior Achievement is like citizenship. Talking about citizenship does not make us better citizens, but by putting it into action, we are able to benefit from it. By putting Junior Achievement into action, we are able to become young business men and women.

Really Junior Achievement could not work without the most important element in the American way of life.

In all of our efforts we must strive for better social habits for J.A. we must work for better relations between our companies and the public. We are all experiencing the most progressive youth move the nation has ever witnessed. We must pass our accomplishments along to those achievers back at home wherever you may one might live. Many of the achievers here at the '56 convention will return as counselors and some will come back as observers. 'Til then, may the IAJACha bid you farewell and God be with you.

Johnny Putman

FRI. MENU

Breakfast 7:30-8:30

Orange Juice
Rolled Oats
Wheaties
Scrambled Eggs
Toast
Grape Jelly
Coffee, Cocoa, Milk

Lunch 12:15

Salmon Salad
Potato Chips
Mixed Vegetables
Tomato Wedges
Pine Upside Down Cake
Pine Sauce
Fruit Juice
Milk

COOK'S CRAZY CAP

While strolling at a fast trot through the halls, someone noticed the most cluttered up hat they had ever seen. A quick count revealed the following all firmly secured to the top of Bill Cook's hat:

Campaign picture of Marilyn Eddings
Pepsi Bottle Top
Plastic bag
Coaster from Kentucky
An unidentified baby pillow
Two pencils
A green Toledo pennant, Bill's town
Blue Toledo pennant
St. Paul button
Confederate flag
Bill Dobias's campaign leaflet
Cathy Fitz campaign leaflet
Two Minneapolis buttons
Texas buck
Matches from Louisiana
Matches from Wisconsin
Rita Heasley campaign leaflet
Guest pass to Melody rare
Book for telephone numbers
Detroit booklet
Hamilton Chic sign
Dave Zeph campaign leaflet
Minnesota button
Forth Worth button and cowbell
A Buckeye
Balloon from St. Paul
IAJACha talent night program
IAJACha schedule
Dave Slechek campaign leaflet
Scotty paper dog
Sash campaign leaflet
Citizenship paper for Texas (honorary)
Two more pencils
Hamlet's foot and keys to Hamilton

IF YOU HAVE A CHANGE IN YOUR TRAVEL SCHEDULE OR ACCOMMODATIONS, SEE J. SWEENEY

CONFERENCE ENDS

One day more and it's over. There have been discussions, contests, entertainment, and campaigning.

Yes, we've offered just about everything imaginable and this is about the end!